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	In this book, we attempt to bring together the best practices around using Entity Framework in a test-first manner, focusing on the architectural separation of concerns, and testability at all times. Throughout the book, we focus on ways to ensure the best quality of performance from your data layer, providing you with measurable ways to test performance, to reviewing SQL statements generated by Entity Framework.



	This book is intended for professional software developers who advocate, or are interested in,

	test driven development and Entity Framework. It assumes basic knowledge of a test runner,

	in this case MS Test, the integrated test runner of Visual Studio 2010.
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Correlative Learning: A Basis for Brain and Adaptive Systems (Adaptive and Learning Systems for Signal Processing, Communications and Control Series)John Wiley & Sons, 2007
Correlative Learning: A Basis for Brain and Adaptive Systems provides a bridge between three disciplines: computational neuroscience, neural networks, and signal processing. First, the authors lay down the preliminary neuroscience background for engineers. The book also presents an overview of the role of correlation in the human brain as well as...
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Build a Game with UDKPackt Publishing, 2013

	Many of the most popular games are built using toolkits comparable to UDK. Unreal Development Kit tools can help anyone take the ideas in their head and make them into a fully realized, playable world.


	Build a Game with UDK is an introduction to the tools of the kit. From knowing about them, to creating virtual worlds, this book...
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Headache and Chronic Pain Syndromes (Current Clinical Practice)Humana Press, 2006

	Headache and Chronic Pain Syndromes provides a case-based approach to state-of-the-art evaluation and treatment of patients with common chronically painful conditions.  Offering strategies for rapidly evaluating and treating pain complaints by body region, this innovative title also provides patient educational handouts that explain the...
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Studio and Location Lighting Secrets for Digital PhotographersJohn Wiley & Sons, 2009
Improve your photography with more than 200 lighting tips from a top photographer
    Written by Canon Explorer of Light Rick Sammon and leading fashion and studio photographer Vered Koshlano, this guide is packed with professional advice on the essential element of photography: lighting. It provides detailed information and insider secrets...
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Scientifically Speaking: A Dictionary of Quotations, Second EditionTaylor & Francis, 2000
In 1995 I needed a book of statistical quotations. When I went to the library I found that there wasn’t such a book and so decided to compile my own. That book of statistical quotations has now grown into a series of six science quotation books. Scientifically Speaking: A Dictionary of Quotations, the sixth book of the series, is the largest...
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Introduction to Reactive Gas DynamicsOxford University Press, 2009
In the high energy gas flows, associating high velocities and high temperatures, physical and chemical processes such as molecular vibrational excitation, dissociation, ionisation or various reactions take palce and deeply influence the structure of the flows. The characteristic times of these processes have the same order of magnitude as...
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